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TOWARD

EMBODIED

VIRTUALITY

We needfirst to understand that the human form-including human desire and all its
external representations-may be changing radically, and thus must be re-visioned. We
need to understand that five hundred years ofhumanism may be coming to an end as
humanism transfonns itselfinto something that we must helplessly call post-humanism.
Ihab Hassan, "Prometheus as Performer: Towards a Posthumanist Culture?"

This book began with a roboticist's dream that struck me as a nightmare. I
was reading Hans Moravec's Mind Children: The Future ofRobot and Human Intelligence, enjoying the ingenious variety of his robots, when I happened upon the passage where he argues it will soon be possible to
download human consciousness into a computer. 1 To illustrate, he invents
a fantasy scenario in which a robot surgeon purees the human brain in a
kind of cranial liposuction, reading the information in each molecular layer
as it is stripped away and transferring the information into a computer. At
the end ofthe operation, the cranial cavity is empty, and the patient, now inhabiting the metallic body of the computer, wakens to find his consciousness exactly the same as it was before.
How, I asked myself, was it possible for someone of Moravec's obvious
intelligence to believe that mind could be separated from body? Even assuming such a separation was possible, how could anyone think that consciousness in an entirely different medium would remain unchanged, as if
it had no connection with embodiment? Shocked into awareness, I began
noticing he was far from alone. ~s early as the 1950s, ~9rb_ert Wie_~.,r:EIQc
)lll~J:lit'h'as.them:eticallycpossible to tekgr:aph a hu_IIl_a.!!Qf..i!ii.asuggestion
underlaid by the same assumptions informi!lg.Moravec's scenario? The
producers ofSiarTrek operate
similar premises when they imagine
that the body can be dematerialized into an informational pattern and rematerialized, without change, at a remote location. Noris the idea confined
to what Beth Loffreda has called "pulp science."3 M ucho_f.t1t,_<li_~~()':':r_,;e on
~1llar_biology treats. information as_the essential code th"bodx expr!l.sses,.a practice that has certain affinities with Moravec's ideas. 4 In fact,
a defining characteristic ofthe present cultural moment is the beliefthat information can circulate unchanged among different material substrates. It')-Ly
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'i:)<J~ is not fornothing that '.'Beam me up, Scotty," has become a cultural icon for

·

,, the global informational society.
Following this thread, I was led into a maze of developments that turned
"'{ .,§into a six-year odyssey of researching archives in the history of cybernetics,
·~1:;-interviewing scientists in computational biology and artificial life, reading
, :J' >cultural and literary texts concerned with information technologies, visiti'f "j,._ing laboratories engaged in research on virtual reality, and grappling with
' ~ technical articles in cybernetics, information theory, autopoiesis, com1.(f 'Sl puter simulation, and cognitive science. Slowly this unruly mass of material
'\-·~ / began taking shape as three interrelated stories. The first centersonhow
}information lost its body, that is, how it came to be conceptualized as an en, ~ \~! tity separate from the material forms in which it is thought to be embedded.
~ ~ The second story concerns how the cyborg was created as a technological
artifact and cultural icon in the years following World War II. The third,
0~~Fi deeply implicate_d wiJ~Ji.I].\..\Y',..Q,~t~~YE'Lol_<JiEig ~t()ry '!L~?.::.;a,Ji\§tori-
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Interrelations between the three stories are extensive. Central to the
construction of the cyborg are informational pathways connecting theor.ganic body to its prosthetic extensions. This presumes a conception of information as a (disembodied) entity that can flow between carbon-based
organic components and silicon-based electronic components to make
-->protein and silicon operate as a single system. When information loses its
body, equating humans and computers is especially easy, for the materiality
in which the thinking mind is instantiated appears incidental to its essential
nature. M9reover, the idea of the feedback_lq_op_implies that the boundaries of the autonO..P..9:t!.~.!'.\'.Qiect.i!!~!.'PJor grabs, since'fee<IE:~an
flowii0t0nll!:0.!!'j!.t.!he.s.uhject.butalso.zw.i!c~?JJ,.tb!'l.mbje.ctand-the environment. From Nor bert Wiener on, the flow of information through feedbaCfTo';ps has been associated with the deconstruction of the liberal
humanist subject, the version of the "human" with which I will be concerned. although the "posthuman" differs in its articulations, a cwnmon
the111e is the union of the human with the intelligent machine.
Whatis_the posthuman? Think of it as a point of view characterized by
the following assumptions. (I do not mean this list to be exclusive or definitive. Rather, it names elements found at a variety of sites. It is meant to be
suggestive rather than prescriptive.~irst, the posthuman view privileges
/ i~or111ational patter;;;over I!l_at<lrial instantiation, ~?that embodim~lltin a
~ioi 0gical substr~ is seen as an accident of histol)'rather than an in__e'"_tabilityoflif'J8econd, theposthuman view considers con~ciousness, re-.
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ga;,ded as the seat ofhuman identity·fn th.;~em~tr'l.<Jitio!lJ?ng before
w-• .•oH'
l)escartes thought he was a mind thinking, ~~jp.1l~J1Pl!lJlnUd..'lScau.evolutionary uEstart tT_?!i!". claim that it is the whole_ s!_l.'?,~2D.<'lUi,U..~,S\uality
it!SoiilY a mi!)Bf~li!'.~~ow:TIY:irct;·theposthn~Viewthinks of the b_ody as
th~prost~~_!<:l_!!li"}ipul'illh_so that !l)[tending or replacingth~~ho_th_€l~PIQ§tDes~~P!'E_Dme_s>\_cg_utinuationo£aprocess
th(l} began befo_r~bom. Fourth, and most important, by these and
oth~eiillS,the.posthuman view configures human being so that itcan be
-.
seamlessly articulated with intelligent machines. In the posthuman, there ---are;l'O'~ssential differences or absolute demarcations between bodily existencearid computer simulation, cybernetic mechanism and biological organi~;robotteleology and human goals.
To elucidate the significant shift in underlying assumptions about subjectivity signaled by the posthuman, we can recall one ofthe definitive texts
characterizing the liberal humanist subject: C. B. Macpherson's analysis of
possessive individualism. "Its possessive quality is found in its conception
of the individual as essentially the proprietor of his own person or capacities, owing nothing to society for them . ... The human essence is freedom
from the wills ofothers, and freedom is a function of possession." 6 The italicized phrases mark convenient points of departure for measuring the distance between the human and the posthuman. "Owing nothing to society"
comes from arguments Hobbes and Locke constructed about humans in a
"state of nature" before market relations arose. Because ownership of oneself is,_ thought to predate market relations and owe nothing to them, it
forms ·a-foundation upon which those relations can be built, as when one
sells one's labor for wages. As Macpherson points out, however, this imagined "state of nature" is a retrospective creation of a market society. The libv
eral self is produced by market relations and does not in fact predate them.
This paradox (as Macpherson calls it) is resolved in the posthuman by doing
away with the "natural" self. The osthuman sub· ect is an amal a a
co ection of heterogeneous com onents, a material-informational entity
whose boun aries un ergo continnou,u:.Qustrn~tiou i!Dd reGonstJ;ru;tion.
'
Consider the six-million-dollar man, a paradigmatic citizen of the posthuman regime. As his name implies, the parts of the self are indeed owned,
but they are owned precisely because they were purchased, not because
ownership is a natural condition preexisting market relations. Sim~e.
yresump~t_!;atther~s ~? ~gen_:y, d~s}~;':,?!.~~!9E~-'?Jb~~d "
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Chapter One

-~·Pcomwnnication ,,._l:t e"e<lftether. We have only to recall Robocop's mem-

>~ory flashes that interfere with his programmed directives to understand
.,~ how the distributed cognition of the posthuman complicates individual
./ ) · agency. If"human essence is freedom from the wills of others," the posthu~ man is "post" not because it is necessarily unfree but because there is no a
~ priori way to identiJY a self-will that can be clearly distinguished from an
~~ other-will. Although these examples foreground the cybernetic aspect of
·-~\ i:tQe posthuman, it is important to recognize that the construction of the
does not require the subjec.t to be ali.··t·e·ral. cyborg. Whether or
~ot interventions~~en !!!i!d\l..QY th~.h.ody,.new.mJ;t<k!.§..cl..aibjec.tivity
. ~ ~e~~:~_g!~!,I.!.~l!£ll1ields.as cognitivesGieuc&and-art.ifi.cil!Uifi'JmEly that
·::~even a biol_ggjs;,I!J!x,lllll!lJ;etedliamo.sap.itm.I'.COJllll:s.as..p.astlw..!!llill. The de-

.~-.(osthuman

-;?

<p~ni'!i£l;iii9~C.s...®<olve.the.constx:uctiou.of.suhj~G!i~£.1J:.hfF
enctJgfrrq@,j.o.\.Qgi.Q~poneats.

What to make ofthis shift from the human to the posthuman, which both
• _r{~.,evokes terror and excites pleasure? The liberal humanist subject has, of
~")).~:!t:ourse, been cogently criticized from a number of perspectives. Feminist
"i ·~ ·, theorists have pointed out that it has historically been constructed as a
1
~}~ white European male, presuming a universality that has worked to sup<-,'~press and disenfranchise women's voices; postcolonial theorists have taken
· ~'--!"'lssue not only with the universality of the (white male) liberal subject but
~ ,_,) also with tl1e very idea of a unified, consistent identity, focusing instead on
!' hybridity; and postmodern theorists such as Gilles Deleuze and Felix
!('"=
,, , Guattari have linked it with capitalism, arguing for the liberatorypotential
~~ of a dispersed subjectivity distributed among diverse desiring machines
·they call "body without organs."7 Although the deconstruction of the libJ~ era! humanist subject in cybernetics has some affinities with these perspec. ·, tives, it proceeded pril"arily along lines that sought to understand human
. '~~ .heing as a set of informational processes. Because information had lost its
"""'~
bo_dy, this construction implied that embodiment is not ess~man
~( being. Em_!;odiment has been systematically downel~yed or erased in the
~ ~ cyl5ernetic construction ofthe eosthuman in ways that have not occurred in
~
oth':: ci!tiques of the liberal hu~~_!Jject, espec~~eminist and
• """ .2j ostcoloiiiiftil.eOries.
-·-indeed, one could argue that the erasure of embodiment is a. feature
common to-both the liberal humanisyubject and the cybernetic posthu?
:man. Identified with the rational mind:, tlw liberal snbjectpossessed a body
but was not usually representgd asloBi"g a bod/.Only because the body is
not identified with the self is it possible to claim for the liberal subject its
.;
notorious universality, a claim that depends on erasing markers of bodily
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.difference, including sex, race, and etlmicity. Gillian Brown, in her influentialstudyoftherelation between humanism and anorexia, shows that the
anoretic's struggle to "decrement" the body is possible precisely because
the body is understood as an object for control and mastery rather than as
an intrinsic part of the self. Quoting an anoretic's remark-''You make out
ofyour bodyyourvery own kingdom where you are the tyrant, the absolute
dictator"-Brown states, "Anorexia is thus a fight for self-control, a flight
from the slavery food threatens; self-sustaining self-possession independent ofbodily desires is the anoretic's crucial goal." 9 In taking the self-passession implied by liberal humanism to the extreme, the anoretic creates a
physical image that, in its skeletal emaciation, serves as material testimony

~~the ~cus of tl1e Jibe: hum:nst sub~ect lies in th~i~~· n~t ~e bo~y.
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oug in many ways e pos uman econstructs e er uman1st
~
l ,.
subject, it thus shares with its predecessor an emphasis on cognition rather '::~ ~ ,
than embodiment. vvilliam Gibson makes the point vividly in Neuro·
m11ncer wh~enarrator. characterizes the posthuman body as "data
~ ) '1 :,
made flesh." . 0 tile extent that the posthurnan constructs embodiment as
\1· .
tlfe"iilst:iiihationoTihought/information, it continues the liberalfraditi6n
" ; _;
ratneilh~n:disrupts it. .k
.
,~ 1 In tracing these continuities and discontinuities between a "natural" self
and a cybernetic posthumaif,-I am not trying to recuperate the liberal sub~
j~Although I think that serious consideration needs to be given to how )
,
certain characteristics associated with the liberal subject, especially agency'..
and choice, can be articulated within a posthuman context, I do not mouiJl . . :t
the passing of a concept so .~eeplyentv:!ned_".'!1:h_prgj_est~J)f d_o~ination :, ~ " ~
and-upprFslnoil.Rather, 1 VIewtlle present moment as a cntical JUncture ·
when mterventions might be made to keep disembodiment from being
rewritten, once again, into prevailing concepts of subjectivity. I see the deconstruction of the liberal humanist subject as an opportunity to put back
into the picture the flesh that continues to be erased in contemporary discussions about cybernetic subjects. Hence my focus on how information
lost its body, for this story is central to creating what Arthur Kraker has
called the "flesh-eating 90s." 11 If my nightmare is a culture inhabited by\
posthumans who regard their bodies as fashion accessories rather than the \
ground ofbeing, my dream!§. a version ofthe posthuroap..Jb~ce~ the \I
possibilities of information technologies without bein _ .educ.e.d...hx..fun- 1
tas1es o unlimited power an ___!_:o.:_n odied immortality, that recog!!!_zes f
and celebrates. finitude as a condil!on of human being. an~l_l:h'.'~nder- /
stiillils human life is embedded in a_~."ct..erial world of great complexity, on€{ v-
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Perhaps it will now be clear that I mean my title, How We Became
Posthuman, to connote multiple ironies, which do not prevent it from also
being taken seriously. Taken straight, tl1is title points to models of subjectivity sufficiently different from the liberal subject that if one assigns tl1e
term "human" to this subject, it makes sense to call the successor "posthuman." Some of tl1e historical processes leading to this transformation are
' fB_·· documented here, and in tltis sense the book makes good on its title. Yet my
, ·,' argument will repeatedly dernonstr~t.e th_~tj:he~~qlu.1nges wer.e.n.eyer com\."
plete transfDWiatioUS:Or~harp.
. breaks; witholltellce.p.tion,.thevn;tn.~Q.!ibed
·\,.:_~r
·<:•. tr'\diti!!nal.I9.e".s . ~!l9.e~~JlrnPtions .~V..~Il-~~t!>e_y ar_l!£1,1l_~_t~.dsoJl1-"l1llilgiew.
\\o The changes announced by the title tlms mean something more complex
,.. than "That was tl1en, tl1is is now."ltlJ:h§!,"human" and "posthuman" coex\~ ist iruhifting..cQl\!.ig.,Irations tl1at vmy witl,!llSt:ortCally specific ~;~t,;-xts.
Given these complexities, tl1e pa~fi:ei1.,Seji_1Jhe@~="becarne'Cis in'•( tend_€l,<:l_g()tQJo offerthe reader the pleasurable shock o(ado.;;:6Ie.takeand
'i·. ·\.:: to refere~ei_r:()I1ir.lllly-'!P()falyptic visions.sl1ch as Moravec's predi~tiO!l()f'.\
1~: \
"post15io)()gicaJ::Jl1tl!r!"forthehuman race.
· ·
·· Amplifying the ambiguities of tl1e past tense are the ambiguities of the
\'; ~ •.~ plural. In one sense, "we" refers to the readers of this book-readers who,
,, '~~~~becoming aware of these new models of subjectivity (if they are not al~'9. ~· ready familiar with tl1em), may begin thinking of their actions in ways that
,'<$, :S ,~ ':::: have more in common witll tile postlmman tllan tl1e human. Speaking for
,~fl
myself, I now find myself saying things like, 'Well, my sleep agent wants to
\:: ~ 'V.· ~rest, but my food agent says I should go to tile store." Each person who
<> ·~
~ ~ tllinks tltis way begins to envision herself or ltimself as a posthuman collecr
"tivity, an "I" transformed into tlle"we': of autonomalis.agents.operating-te'w· ""'""
.
~--·- ..··--·
. il. -~'~· get_ller to make a ~If. Ih.,_i!lfectious power of this way of thinking.gi.ves
··· "w~·.:aper[or_rnativ.eAimension)'eoplebecoorne postl1uman becal1s.eJhey
f. ~ tl1ink they are posthuman. In anotller sense "we," like "becmne> is meant
~~ironically, positioning itself in opposition to the techno-ecstasies found in
, :); ~ various magazines, such as Mondo 2000, which customarily speak of the
~.'.'!:' transformation into the postlluman as if it were a universal human condii:~on :"hen in fact it affects only a small fraction of tile world's population.,. pomt to wluch I will return.
The larger trajectory of my narrative arcs from tile initial moments when
cybernetics was formulated as a discipline, tllrough a period of reformulation known as "second-order cybernetics," to contemporary debates
swirling around an emerging discipline known as "artificial life." Altl1ough
tile progression is chronological, tllis bookis not meant to be a history of cybernetics. Mm1y figures not discussed here played important roles in tllat
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history, and I have not attempted to detail their contributions. Rather, my
s~lection of theories and researchers has been dictated by a desire to show
the complex interplays between embodied forms ofsubjectivity and arguments for disembodiment throughout the cybernetic tradition. In broad
outline, these interplays occurred in three distinct waves of development.
The first, from 1945 to 1960, took homeostasis as a central concept; the second, going roughly from 1960 to 1980, revolved around reflexivity; and the
third, stretching from 1980 to the present, highlights virtuality. Let me tum
now to a brief sketch of these three periods.
During the foundational era of \!}'bem~tics, Norbert Wiener, John
von Neumann, Claude Shannon, war;:iffi McCulloch, and dozens of other
distinguished researchers met at annual conferences sponsored by the
Josiah Macy Foundation to formulate the central concepts that, in their high
expectations, would coalesce into a theory of communication and control
applying equally to animals, humans, and machines. Retrospectively called
the Macy Conferences on Cybernetics, these meetings, held from 1943 to
1954, were instrumental in forging a new paradigm12 To succeed, they
needed a theory of information (Shannon's bailiwick), a model of neural
functioning that showed how neurons worked as information-processing
systems (McCulloch's lifework), computers that processed binary code and
that could conceivably reproduce themselves, thus reinforcing the analogy
with biological systems (von Neumann's specialty), and a visionary who
""
could articulate the larger implications of the cybernetic paradigm and
make clear its cosmic significance (Wiener's contribution). The result of this
. •'
bbrea~g e~terthrpnh·se was nothing lebss than a newarilway oflo~king at human
-~
eing .Hence•o , umanswereto eseenprim ·yasimorm~·on-pro·'
cess in ntities who are essentially similar to intelligent machines.
. 3 ,'):·
The revolutionary implications of this paradigm notwit standing, r<~
Wiener did not intend to dismantle the liberal humanist subject. He was -~ \.:
leSS1iiterested in seeing humans as machines than he was in fashioninghu- f>,~
man and mach!ne a.Ilkel!i!-he:ii®ii:<ifiila~ton~;:;-;:$'~;.!f~9.i~~@:!~~~ ~ ~
~·I. In aligning_cyhemetie,..with·liberal-humanism,.he-was.following a-- ~
straing.f.t)lOu_g_!ttthat.siuce.the.Enlightenment,hadruguedthathuman be- )
ingS.f:?..U}? b"_tf1J.S.~e.d.IDthfreedoi!Lbecause-tbeyand·the··socialstructures ~

,,

:=:;

~:!d~~~~~~~s~~~~: ~J~t'!~~~~;;:~:i~:s~:~J!~~~~oi~; ) ~

1

waS:ies:§JP::slr6w tliatmanwasa'inachine than to demonstrate th~chine could function like a rna~-:=-----·
Yet the cybe;etic perspective had a certain inexorable logic that, especially when fed by wartime hysteria, also worked to undermine the very lib-
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Chapter One

eral subjectivity that Wiener wanted to preseJVe. These tensions were kept
under control during the Macy period partly through a strong emphasis on
homeostasis. 14 Traditionally, homeostasis had been understood as the ability
ofliving organisms to maintain steady states when they are buffeted by fickle
environments. When the temperature soars, sweat pours out of the human
body so that its internal temperature can remain relatively stable. During the
Macy period, the idea of homeostasis was extended to machines. Like animals, machines can maintain homeostasis using feedback loops. Feedback
loops had long been exploited to increase the stability of mechanical systems,
reaching a high level of development during the mid-to-late nineteenth century with the growing sophistication of steam engines and their accompanying control devices, such as governors. It was not until the 1930s and 1940s,
however, that the feedback loop was explicitly theorized as a flow ofinformation. Cybernetics was born when nineteenth-century control theory joined
·-~? with the nascent theory of information. 15 Coined from the Greek word for
"steersman," cybernetics signaled that three powerful actors-information,
control, and communication-were now operating jointly to bring about an
~
unprecedented synthesis of the organic and the mechanical.
·j
Although the informational feedback loop was initially linked with
homeostasis, it quickly led to the more threatening and subversive idea of
reflexivity. A few years ago I co-taught, with a philosopher and a physicist, a
course on reflexivity. As we discussed reflexivity in the writings ofAristotle,
Fichte, Kierkegaard, Giidel, Turing, Borges, and Calvina, aided by the in1sightful analyses of Roger Penrose and Douglas Hofstader, I was strncknot
/only by the concept's extraordinarily rich history but also by its tendency to
1 mutate, so that virtually any formulation is sure to leave out some relevant
~ { instances. Instructed by the experience, I offer the following tentative defj~
inition, which I hop<; will prove adequate for our purposes here. Reflexivity

,x<:
~~

is the rrwvement whereby that which has been used to generate a system is
made, through a changed perspective, to become part ofthe system it generates. When Kurt Giidel invented a method of coding that allowed state.• ments of number theory also to function as statements about number

,;;;

·theory, he entangled that which generates the system with the system.

<:>

~"i l When M. C. Escher drew two hands drawing each other, he took that which

~~ is presumed to generate the picture-the sketching hand-and made it
"< • part of the picture it draws. When Jorge Luis Borges in "The Circular Ruins" imagines a narrator who creates a student through his dreaming only to
discover that he himself is being dreamed by another, the system generating a reality is shown to be part of the reality it makes. As these examples illustrate, reflexivity has subversive effects because it confuses and entangles
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we impose on the world in order to make sense of that
toward infinite
The dreamer
but the
who in

'ji,uTiris <lefiinition of reflexivity has much in common with some of the most
iriJffuEmtital and provocative recent work in critical theory, cultural studies,
onrlthP. social studies of science. Typically, these works make the reflexive
move of showing.that an attribute previously considered to have emerged
from a set of preexisting conditions is in fact used to generate the conditions. In Nancy Armstrong's Desire and Domestic Fiction: A Political History of the Novel, for example, bourgeois femininity is shown to be
constructed through the domestic fictions that represent it as already in
place. 16 In Michael Warner's The Letters ofthe Republic: Publication and
the Public Sphere in Eighteenth-Century America, the founding document
of the United States, the Constitution, is shown to produce the very people
whose existence it presupposesP In Bruno Latour's Science in Action:
How to Follow Scientists and Engineers through Society, scientific experiments are shown to produce the nature whose existence they predicate as
their condition of possibility. 18 It is only a slight exaggeration to say that
contemporary critical theory is produced by the reflexivity that it also produces (an observation that is, of course, also reflexive).
Reflexivity entered cybernetics primarily through discussions about the
observer. By and large, first-wave cybernetics followed traditional scientific
protocols in considering observers to be outside the system they
observe. Yet cybernetics also had implications that subverted this premise.
The objectivist view s~es inform~':!()~ flowing from th_e_sy~t_em to the observers, but feedbackgan_also loop_!~~ ob~e~<l~~_,_si!.llWJni}them in
to become part of the _syy_~!!Lllemg.obs.eJ:Ye.<L.Although·pameipants...re
mafk8doii.tri.is·-aspect of the cybernetic paradigm throughout the Macy
transcripts, they lacked a single word to describe it. To my knowledge, the
word "reflexivity" does not appear in the transcripts. This meant they had no
handle with which to grasp this slippery concept, no signifier thatwouldhelp
to constitute as well as to describe the changed perspective that reflexivity
entails. Discussions of the idea remained diffuse. Most participants did not
go beyond remarking on the shifting boundaries between observer and system that cybernetics puts into play. With some exceptions, deeper formulations of the problem failed to coalesce during the Macy discussions.
The most notablc3 exception turned out to hurt more than it helped.
Lawrence Kubie, a hard-line Freudian psychoanalyst, introduced a reflexive perspective when he argued that every utterance is doubly encoded,
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acting both as a statement about the outside world and as a mirror reflecting
the speaker's psyche. If reflexivity was already a subversive concept, this interpretation made it doubly so, for it threatened to dissolve the premise of
scientific objectivity shared by the physical scientists in the Macy group.
Their reactions to Kubie's presentations show them shying away from reflexivity, preferring to shift the conversation onto more comfortable ground.
Nevertheless, the idea hung in the air, and a few key thinkers-especially
Margaret Mead, Gregory Bateson, and Heinz von Foerster-resolved to
pursue it after the Macy Conferences ran out of steam.
The second wave of cybernetics grew out of attempts to incorporate reflexivity into the cybernetic paradigm at a fundamental level. The key issue
was how systems are constituted as such, and the key problem was how to
redefine homeostatic systems so that the observer can be taken into
account. The second wave was initiated by, among others, Heinz von
Foerster, the Anstrian emigre who became coeditor of the Macy transcripts. This phase can be dated from 1960, when von Foerster wrote the
first of the essays that were later collected in his inflnential book Obseroing
Systems. 19 As von Foerster's punning title recognizes, tl1e observer of systems can himself be constituted as a system to be observed. Von Foerster
called the models he presented in these essays "second-order cybernetics"
becanse they extended cybernetic principles to the cybemeticians themselves. The second wave reached its mature phase with the publication of
Humberto Maturana and Francisco Varela's Autopoiesis and Cognition:
The Realization ofthe Living. 20 Building on Maturana's work on reflexivity
in sensory processing and Varela's on the dynamics of autonomous biological systems, the two authors expanded the reflexive tum into a fully articulated epistemology that sees the world as a set of informationally closed
systems. Organisms respond to their environment in ways determined by
their internal self-orgallization. Their one and only goal is continually to
produce and reproduce the organization that defines tl1em as systems.
HE;,nce, tb_eyJlQ.tQnly are self-organizing but also are autopoieti~1 _pr self:aki~. Through Maturana and Varehi.F.Vorl<ru!cCihat oToiherillfluential
eorists such as German sociologist Niklas Luhmann,2 1 cybernetics by
1980 had spun off from the idea of reflexive feedback loops a theory of au.esis with sweeping epistemological implications.
a sense, autopoiesis turns the cybernetic paradigm inside out. Its cenremise-tllat systems are informationally closed-radically alters
tl1e idea of the informational feedback loop~ fo.0)1e loop no longer functions to connect a system t its environme~n tl1e autopoietic view, no
inror;n;rt;on crosses the boundary separatin
e system from its environ-
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ment. We do
"out there" that exists apart from us. Rather,
we see only what our systemic_<~_r.ga.n.i~ll_li_on .<lllow.s.us.to.see... Ih.e~.e.l)yiron
ment m§'iiJyfiiggei'iC!ianges-deteFminecLbythe. sy.:~tmn§_.2~.s.t:_ructural
pro~§es. Thus the center of interest for autopoiesis shifts from 'the cybernetics of the observed system to the cybernetics of the observer. Autopoiesis also changes the explanation of what circulates through the
system to make it work as a system. The emphasis now is on the mutually
constitutive interactions between the components of a system n1tlieri:han

0-;;- m<:~sag<J,}i~a.J,gr£~f9.r.wiiiiii!i:Jii\i;;,~d,-;~-e-co:,:;r(J say-eiilie~'ihatinfor

matiou_d.Q.~S_Ilp_t_e~st in this para_diglll_or th'!t.ithas suuk.so.deeply}nto the
system as to become inclisg_g~is!m\::!lg.frm:n.tb~..Oigall.i~a.ti.omli.P-rQperties
defiiifnglliesystemas· such.
The"fFiird.wave",;;';;IJ;;'irinto existence when self-organization began to
be understood not merely as the (re)production of internal organization
but as the springboard to emergence. In the rapidly emerging field of artificiallife, computer programs are designed to allow" creatures" (that is, discrete packets of computer codes) to evolve spontaneously in directions the
programmer may not have anticipated. The intent is to evolve the capacity
to evolve. Some researchers have argued that such self-evolving programs
are not merely models oflife but are themselves alive. What assumptions
make this claim plausible? If one sees the universe as composed essentially
ofinfonnation, it makes sense that these "creatures" are life forms because
they have the f'!_I1JlQ{!ife,that_is,~!linfQI}Ilationalcode:_As a result, the theoretical bases used to categorize all life undergo a significant shift. As we
shall see in chapters 9 and 10, when these theories are applied to human beings, Homo sapiens are so transfigured in conception and purpose that they
~
can appropriately be called posthuman.
'if ~
The emergence of the posthuman as an_il)fonnational-material entity is
rf3_ ~
paralleled and reinforced by a corresponding reinterpretation of the deep
& "'
structures of the physical world. Some theorists, notably Edward Fredkin
Jt.
and Stephen Wolfram, claim that.re.alil:jL.is.a.program.mp..Q.f.l a cosmic com\"
puter. 22 In this view, ,;;miversal informational code underlie-;·th~~truch;re ) )--{ . t
of matter, energy, spacetime-indeed, of everything that exists. The code is
\--(.
instantiated in cellular automata, elementary units that can occupy two
states: on or off. Although the jury is still out on the cellular automata model,
it may indeed prove to be a robust way to understand reality. Even now, aresearch team headed by Fredkin is working on showing how quantum me- -....,
chanics can be derived from an underlying cellular automata model.
/
What happens to the.embodied-lifeworld ofil.u!llans in this paradigm?
In itself, the cellular automata model is not necessarily incompatible with
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recognizing that humans are embodied beings, for embodiment can flow
cellular automata as easily as from atoms. No one suggests that be~. g ~ cause atoms are mostly empty space, we can shuck the electron shells and
~ '-I~ do away with occupying space altogether. Yet the cultural contexts and
t' ~~technological histories in which cellular automata theories are embedded
, '$. ~ encourage a comparable fantasy-that because we are essentially informa~ ftion, we can do away with the body. Central to this argument is a conceptu- ~ · ~- alization that sees information and materiality as distinct entities. This
-">' ~ .,.. eparation allows the construction of a hierarchy in which information is
~ . given the dominant position and m~teriality runs a distant second. ~s
,
though we had learned nothing from'D,\irrida about suppl~_Ill.®tu:i.ly~
'··~~ bodiment continues to be discussed as ifitwere a supplementto be purged
--.;1 ~~from the dominant term of information, an accident of evolution we are
~~ ~
ow in a position to correct.
~ ~ ~ It is this materiality/information separation that I want to contest-not
the cellular automata model, information theory, or a host of related theories in themselves. My strategy is to complicate the leap from embodied re- ·
ality to abstract information bypointing,tQ.J1l..Q=.t§$h!lli.!!:te..!!~~.l1_111Ptions
involved in thi~_J])R_Y.e~\Y~Le..SP!!.t§Stedhx other researchers in tl!~Ji.~ld and
so becarne.especially-v.isible. The point ofhighlighfu!~l1.£h !lli>.!llfilltS..iS to
make clear how _much had to be erased to arrive at su.9J!.\\bstr!!9J!Q.1J.s_<l$.b.od- ·
iless infQIDJa.ti.QlJ,_ Abstraction is of course an essential component in all
theorizing, for no theory can account for the infinite multiplicity of our interactions with the real. But when we make moves tl1at erase the world's
multiplicity, we risk losing sight of the variegated leaves, fractal branchings,
and particular bark textures that make up the forest. In the pages that follow, I will identify two moves in particular that played important roles in
constructing the inforll)ation/materiality hierarchy. Irreverently, I tllink of
them as the Platonic backhand and forehand.
The Platonic backhand works by inferring from the world's noisy multiplicity a simplified abstraction. So far so good: iliis is what theorizing should
do. The problem comes when the move circles around to constitute the abstraction as the originary form from which ilie world's multiplicity derives.
Then complexity appears as a "fuzzingup" ofan essential reality rather than as
a manifestation ofthe world's holistic nature. Whereas ilie Platonic backhand
has a history dating back to the Greeks, the Platonic forehand is more recent.
To reach fully developed form, it required the assistance ofpowerful computers. This move starts from simplified abstractions and, using simulation techniques such as genetic algorithms, evolves a multiplicity sufficiently complex
iliat it can be seen as a world ofits own. The two moves thus make their play in
;; y from
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opposite directions. The backhand goes from noisy multiplicity..to··· r.eductive' ~
simplicity, whereas the forehand swings from simplicity to muliJiqity. They -~ ~
share a common ideology-privileging the abstract as the Real and down- ~ ~
laying the importance of material instantiation. When they work together, V, \
P
they lay the groundworkfor a new variation on an ancient game, in which dis- "' ?·.; .
embodied information becomes the ultimate Platonic Form. If we can cap- ( ~
ture the Form of ones and zeros in a nonbiological medium-say, on a
<:s
computer disk-why do we need the body's superfluous flesh?
Whether the enabling assumptions for this conception of information
occur in information theory, cybernetics, or popular science books such as
Mind Children, their appeal is clear. Information viewed as pattern and not-::>
tied to a particular instantiation is information free to travel across time and 1
space. Hackers are not the only ones who believe that information wants to
be free. The great dream and promise of information is that it can be free
.
"
from the material constraints that govern the mortal world. Marvin Minsky -~ IT' ·~
precisely expressed this dream when, in a recent lecture, he suggested it~ "t' -;;
will soon be possible to extract human memories from the brain and import J :;!, -:;,;
them, intact and unchanged, to computer disks. 23 The clear implication is : v
that ifwe can become the information we have constructed, we can achieve .?. •effective immortality.
~L·. ~~~ •·- .,1
In the face of such a powerful dream, it can be a shock to rememberthat ~~---t:: 'i,.
for information to exist, it must always be instan.Jiated in_~'.)m,..:i;' (t,;::
whe§er that medium is tbe.page.fr.om.the..BelLLabomtoPies-Jeumal-On1:f' ·~ ~
which Shannon's e9.uations are printed, the?Omp)!_\._er~~Il~m~d ~op_9logi- ':;)· 6.....-il
cal mapsusectby-tli.e Humill'Gei1omeProject:-or th; ~at!_:o_9~ r-;;y~!':~<'l on ~ ,~ ,.
wlli_c~ ~~~~or~~~~ar~J.E.'.!'ge~. Th~ poi~t is not ollfy iliat abstracting in:_. ~ ~r;; ~ ~
formation from a matenal base IS an 1magmary act but also, and more fui¢ f ~ ' ~ $
damentally, that co~'ling of information..as..a..thin~<l,l]jg_frp_!!Lthe .:;;'-"~~ ...::~<
me_~-tl~_i_~:_t>l!1~ati~!S ~1J~_':l'!i..9.Li!Jl.l!gj!!_'!!Y._act that construe~ holistic 'I;
~
phenomenon as an infor.r.n<t!:irmbnatter.duality. 24
!':CJ <:l _,
Tliecnapters that follow will show what had to be elided, suppressed, )
and forgotten to make information lose its body. This Joggk is a "rsmgmazy" i
in the sense of Toni Morrison's Beloved: putting back together part*t
have lost touch with one another and reaching out toward a complexity too
-unffify:t~ ffiii1!~(!i~e_;n~-~~e§}I.:'f~il!~~Es:·-----~-·------ ..---·--··
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Seriation, Skeuomorphs, and Conceptual Constellations
The foregoing leads to a strategic definition of"virtuality." Virtuality is the
cultural perception that material objects are interpenetrated by informa- __>
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tion pattems. The definition p)ay~ offtl1e dua}jt:ygt\!:t<?he~ of the condition ~-~;!'!!'l.i.tx._.!Xwtiriilitxoll_1;h~.ol1e..h"!:<Ug_f()I:J:!!~tig!l..Q~_uther.
Normally virh!,.];ty is associated with computer simulati_~~,!~\.EI~ the

a

bo<fr.Ei~-~f~.e~_back loop with cinnputer~geil~r~teqJm~&'· For example,

in virtual Ping-Pong~-one-sW!iigs·a-paadleWired into a computer, which calculates from the paddle's momentum and position where the ball would go.
Instead ofhitting areal ball, the player makes the appropriate motions with
the paddle and watches the image of the ball on a computer monitor. Thus
the game takes place partly in real life (RL) and partly in virtual reality (VR).
Virtual reality technologies are fascinating because they make visually immediate the perception that a world of information exists parallel to the
"real" world, the former intersecting the latter at many points and in many
ways. Hence the definition's strategic quality, strategic because it seeks to
connect virtual technologies with the sense, pervasive in the late twentieth
century, that all material objects are interpenetrated by flows of inform ation, from DNA code to the global reach of the World Wide Web.
Seeing the world as an interplay between informational patterns and
material objects is a historically specific construction that emerged in the
wake ofWorld War II. 25 By 1948, the distinction had coalesced sufficiently
for Wiener to articulate it as a criterion that any adequate theory of materiality would be forced to meet. "Information is information, not matter or
energy. No materialism which does not admit this can survive at the present
day." 26 Wiener knew as well as anyone else thatto succeed, this conception
of information required artifacts that could embody it and make it real.
When I say virtuality is a cultural perception, I do not mean that it is merely
a psychological phenomenon. It is instantiallidin.an.array-eJ:p<>wer.fultechnoJqgies.The perception ofyjrtualicy.f~.~:ilitat<>S-the.deY.elopm~nt ofvirtual
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te~hn_c>l()g[~s,.andJ!:teieclll!Plogies..reinfo>G"-the.p~rception.
The-reedbaek..loops.thatrun.bJ'tw.~~ntechnologice~.a_Il_9_perceptions, ar-
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tifacts and ideas, have important implications for how historicai c11-ange oc-
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breaks?7 In the history of cybernetics, ideas were rarely made up out of

"!
whole cloth. Rather, they were fabricated in a pattern of overlapping repli~~ :cation and innovation, a pattern th_~t I c.a!!. "se;;ation" (a term appropriated

r

;)

;, ~...[rom archaeological anthropology). A briet explanation may clarifY this

~ ~ concept. Within archaeological anthropology, changes in artifacts are cus~ ~marily mapped through seriation charts. One constructs a seriation chart
by parsing an artifact as a set of attributes that change over time. Suppose a
researcher wants to construct a seriation chart for lamps. A key attribute is
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the element that gives off light. The first lamps, dating from thousands of
years ago, used wicks for this element. Later, with the discovery of electricity, wicks gave way to filaments. The figures that customarily emerge from
this kind of analysis are shaped like a tiger's iris-narrow at the top when an
attribute first begins to be introduced, with a bulge in the middle during the
heyday of the attribute, and tapered off at the bottom as the shift to a new
model is completed. On a seriation chart for lamps, a line drawn at 1890
would show the figure for wicks waxing large with the figure for filaments
intersected at the narrow tip of the top end. Fifty years later, the wick figure
would be tapering off, and the filament figure would be widening into its
middle section. Considered as a set, the figures depicting changes in the attributes of an artifact reveal patterns of overlapping innovation and replication. Some attributes change from one model to the next, but others remain
the same.

As figure 1 illustrates, the conceptual shifts that took place during the
developm~.ErlJ.O:!]!.~I;icsdisplay&seriatedpatrem.reminis.ce.lJi9.fm~te
rial cnanges in artifacts. Conceptill!!..fi~J.<j;;_~;:£\V.!'..§im.!lm:lx.t\UllilWXitllcul
ture, in part because concept and artif~S!!!Pg~g~.each.otheLin.continuous

feedbacklo(!ps~-Anartifactmateri;tllyexpresses the concept it embodies,
fii.iur;;;-p;:;;;,ess of its construction is far fromp;;;;;~gjifch h~o be
fixed, a material eXlllb"ifsune~cteapropertieS~anemergentOe'llfvi:?rsur
fac~=ai!y c>fth~.fSJ.i.fili~->..9.<l.Q~:!11~-tO anewCoi1Cept, which results
in-an:iitlliirgeneration of artifact, which leads.l:o..the developmeutof still
ot;h~ts. The reasoning suggests that we should be able to trace the
development of a conceptual field by using a seriation chart analogous to
the seriation charts used for artifacts.
In the course of the Macy Conferences, certain ideas came to be associated with each other. Through a cumulative process that continued across
several years of discussions, these ideas were seen as mutually entailing
each other until, like love and marriage, they were viewed by the participants as naturally going together. Such a constellation is the conceptual entity corresponding to an artifact, possessing an internal coherence that
defines it as an operational unit. Its formation marks the beginning of aperiod; its disassembly and reconstruction signal the transition to a different
period. Indeed, periods are recognizable as such largely because constelc ··
lations possess this coherence. Rarely is a constellation discarded wholesale. Rather, some of the ideas composing it are discarded, others are
modified, and new ones are introduced. Like the attributes composing an
artifact, the ideas in a constellation change in a patchwork pattern of old
and new.

Constellations
Period
1945
Homeostasis

1960

Self-

Player
Shannon
MacKay
McCulloch
Pitts
Kubie
von Foerster

feedback loop
information as
slgnaVnoise
circularcausallty
instrumental
language

von Foerster
Maturana
Varela

quantification

Organization
1985
Virtuality

Reflexivity

Homeostasis

Virtuality

reflexive language
autopoiesis
structural coupling
system-environment

Varela
Brooks
Moravec

emergent behavior
functioualities
computational
universe
FIGURE 1

The three waves of cybernetics

Artifacts

Skeuomo:rphs

electronic rat
homeostat
electric tortoise

man-in-the-middle

frog's visual
cortex

homeostasis

simulation
mobile robot

self-organization
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Here I want to introduce another term from archaeological anthropol-

~

;t
S

ogy. A skeuorrwrph is-~ ~<lSi!@.f<l•:~~~~!i"_'.'.?J9.!'ME.fu'!.'"~~~lli.-~~self
but that refers back to a feature that was functionalat an earlier time. The ._;;:
dailiooarao! my'lbyotaGam,.;:;f-;,-;~example, is ~~;;;:;dby~olded to '<
simulate stitching. The Simulated stitching alludes back to a fabric th:it was
in fact stitched, although the vinyl "s!,i~9J:l!!g:js, foxrm~~LPY~\!!Li!J.j<J.ction
m..£!9. SkelJ.Oll1Q..rphs visibly testify to the soQi.al.m:.pSj!Chological necessity y:::J
for_~n_n_~"..~~_!J_e!"'..~.".l"'~~~yrep¥cation. Like~~chron!sms,l\leirpe- (\
jorative_~_I;~_c:9usins, slieuo!llo_rp_~_3.Ee_~~t U.!!!!_~ual. On the contrary, they 1----'
are so deeply characteristic of the evolution of concepts and artifacts that it
takes a great deal of conscious effort to avoid them. At SIGGRAPH, the
annual computer trade show where dealers come to hawk their wares, hard
and soft, there are almost as many skeuomorphs as morphs.
The complex psychological functions a skeuomorph performs can be
illustrated by an installation exhibited at SIGGRAPH '93. Called the
~
"Catholic Turing Test," the simulation invited the viewer to make a confes~
sion by choosing selections from the video screen; it even had a bench on ~
which the viewer could kneel. 28 On one level, the installation alluded to the
triumphof science over religion, for the role of divinely authorized interro~
gation and absolution had been taken over by a machine algorithm. On an- ~o~vel, the installation pointed to the intransigence of conditioned
~~
behavior, for the m;,hi-;;e'sfOiTiianafliiictioiiW"ere de~~;}ed byl~- reli,,
gi~eaecesso-;:_-Likeaj'anlis figtire;-HieSI<ei.iOmorpliTooks to pastand " ~
future, sr;;:;;;uaneously reinlorcmg ani!UiidertnliiiilgDoTh-:ltcalts-i:nto a ,,
play a psychoaynamictli.atllllc!Sllie iiewmoreacceptable when it recalls~ ~'
the old that it is in the process of displacing and finds the traditional more
comfortable when it is presented in a context that reminds us we can escape
from it into the new.
In the history of cybernetics, skeuomorphs acted as threshold devices,
smoothing the transition between one conceptual constellation and another. Homeostasis, a foundational concept during the first wave, functioned during the second wave as a skeuomorph. Although homeostasis
remained an important concept in biology, by about 1960 it had ceased to
be an initiating premise in cybernetics. Instead, it performed the work of a
gesture or an allusion used to authenticate new elements in the emerging
constellation of reflexivity. At the same time, it also exerted an inertial pull
on the new elements, limiting how radically they could transform the constellation.
A similar phenomenon appears in the transition from the second to the
third wave. Reflexivity, the key concept of the second wave, is displaced in
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:(, the third wave by emergence. Like homeostasis, reflexivity does not altogether disappear but lingers on as an allusion that authenticates new ele"
ments. It pe"!o~ms ~:!!!2.re _C.Qinple!P:ol!O th'l'Jl!!~.I1Ul9.s.!:lllgi&.however for
1t alsoleav.es~ts.lmpnnton.th.enew_cQ!l.~!f".ll~ti<:l.l1()fV1li:.':'":''ty. The complex
. story formed by these seriated changes is told in chapters 3, 6, and 9, which
~ discuss cybemetics, autopoiesis, and artificial life, respectively.
~
I have already suggested that living in a condition ofvirtuality implies we
participate in the cultural perception that information and materiality are
conceptually distinct and that information is in some sense more essential,
more important, and more fundamental than maferiality. The preamble to
"A Magna Carta for the Knowledge Age," a document coauthored by Alvin
Toffler at the behest of Newt Gingrich, concisely sums up the matter by
proclaiming, "The central event of the 20th century is the overthrow of
matter." 29 To see how this view began to acquire momentum, let us briefly
flash back to 1948 when Claude Shannon, a brilliant theorist working at
Bell Laboratories, defined a math~ti~al quantity he called information
and p~~ved several impmtant theorems conceming it. 30

l
f

Information Theory and Everyday Life
Shannon's theory defines information as a probability function with nodim~ons, no materiality, and no necessary connection with meaning. It is a
pattem, not a presence. (Chapter 3 talks about the development of information theory in more detail, and the relevant equations can be found
there.) The theory makes a strong distinction between message and signal.
Lacan to the contrary, a message does not always arrive at its destination. In
information theoretic terms, no message is ever sent. What is sent is a s1g"
nal. Q'!]y~ll~fit);~ ;;;~·;~g~i~ e;;~oded in a signal for trn!limfiii\iv.!Jug!,Igh
amedium-for example, when ink is printedonp~p.!<.I:.'?.r.\Vhen electrical
Pl1i~~i ar~s~nt racing along teleg~aph wires--does i\ ~ss.~m~ ;;;;terial
fgrm- The very definition of "information," then, encodes the distinction
between materiality and information that was also becoming important in
molecular biology during this period. 31
Why did Shannon define information as a pattem? The transcripts of the
Macy Conferences indicate that the choice was driven by the twin engines
of reliable quantification and theoretical generality. As we shall see in chapter 3, Shannon's formulation was not the only proposal on the table. Donald
MacKay, a British researcher, argued for an alternative definition that
linked information with change in a receiver's mindset and thus with
meaning. 32 To be workable, MacKays definition required that psychologi-
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f-sal states be quantifiable and measurable-an accomplishment that o~y
now appears distantly possible with such imaging technologies as positron'.) emission tomography and that certainly was not in reach in the immediate
,~ost-World War II years. It is no mystery why Shannon's definition rather
...._than MacKay's became the industry standard.
), Shannon's approach had other advantages that turned out to incur large
:'}-(and mounting) costs when his premise interacted with certain predispositions already at work within the culture. Abstracting information from a
·'material base meant that information could become free-floating, unafrfected by changes in context. The technical leverage this move gained was
"'" considerable, for by formalizing information into a mathematical function,
"<;-Shannon was able to develop theorems, powerful in their generality, that
<5 hold true regardless of the medium in which the information is instanti, ated. Not everyone agreed this move was a good idea, however, despite its
3 theoretical power. As Carolyn Marvin notes, a decontextualized construe~ tion of information has important ideological implications, including ··--.)
~an Anglo-American ethnocentrism that regards digital information as ,~more important than more context-bound analog information. 33 Even in
Shannon's day, malcontents grumbled that divorcing information from
~context and thus from meaning had made the theory so narrowly formalized that it was not useful as a general theory of communication. §!kffilnon.
.,_~
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~"9i!£\l.ill§tances, the ffieory .might h:lv©)l.e.co.rne.a.dead.end;:a:victim. of its
5 own exc~_s._sive ~~ET~li~atiov,nd g!l,£9!!ti~~!))izatio,!'. ButE~U~ .th.e
c::::spost-Worl~ar I_Ie;,~:_T~~-li~~-~p(O_f()_E~~~~~s_th.at r~ifl,e_dJ~!<!..':Ila- ~-
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:( tion i.iira·a.'fiee-_fl§i~!hde..c;9!'!.~~~-~~1 ~11-~--ti·fi.}b.le_.•. ~~~o/tll!!_tcould 11 , § ~~--.
1 serve a~~~~~~!;~.~!,!!_oc~wu~cr~~-~Lljf~~<;!sh~J:;h~ ·
~' i; '"!:_
:t_ 'Tecnnical artifacts help to make an information theoretic view a part of ~ ,;, ~
Severyday life. From ATMs to the Internet, from the morphing programs
"
$used in Terminator 11 to the sophisticated 'is_t1~.~9J.l.J!~Qgr'l.Ul!i ..Wi?d to
1>\:ghlde microsurgeries, inforiil~tioni_s_i~5;!~.a.si_';'glug9.<3iY~J;lll$J!lt!".rpeneJ trating matenal]i.rms- Especially for users wlliuna)cmltkno:w.thematerial
~ pro!'~~sesh};;;;lved, the impres_sj()J!.i~.£r.l'.atedJ:hat.pattemis predominant
) O'{_er E!t~ence. From here it is a small step to perceiving i!lformation as
-~ mo~.P..91:>-il!l.J!l.o:riDIDFll:i'filiiC.iiiOie.·.es~'EmtliiJlfil!!iJii~~i! fo~~~- When
~this impression becomes part of your cultural mindset, you have entered
;the condition ofvirtuality.
U.S. culture at present is in a highly heterogeneous state regarding the
condition of virtuality. Some high-tech preserves (elite research centers

>
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such as Xerox Palo Alto Research Center and Bell Laboratories, most rna-

~' ''jorresearch universities, and hundreds ofcorporations) have so thoroughly
;:; incorporated virtual technologies into their infrastructures that informa~ lion is as much as part of the researchers' mindscapes as is electric lighting
''-,
.. or synthetic plastics. 35 The thirty million Americans who are plugged into
~"-the Internet increasingly engage in virtual experiences enacting a division
-~. between the material body that exits on one side of the screen and the com-ll puler simulacra that seem to create a space inside the screen. 36 Yet for millions more, virtuality is not even a cloud on the hmizon of their everyday
';~, worlds. Within a global context, the experience of virtuality becomes more
' '""' exotic by several orders of magnitude. It is a useful corrective to remember
. ..J, that 70 percent of the world's population has never made a telephone call.
Nevertheless, I think it is a mistake to underestimate the importance of
~ virtuality;for it;;,teids aninfiuence-altogeihe~ clispropc:ittionf!tfi!S}_t!1~~um
;J ber ofpeople immerser,lin it, It is no accident that the condition of virtual., ity'is 'most pervasive and advanced where the centers of power are most
l:~ concentrated. Theorists at the Pentagon, for example, see it as the theater
in which future wars will be fought, They argue that coming conflicts will be
)(j
decided
not so much by ovetwhelming force as by "neocortical warfare,"
,..,,,
, ;,t waged through the techno-sciences ofinformation. 37 I~_ID!nl tQ.C.".!'~st
~i what the~_c:~-o~~,<:s sigEifY, we_?e_e~_l~is_l()rj~~~~-"-t sh()~ the e!~Sltres
\<· that wel1!..i.':'.~'?..S'.:.€l~!i.l1Kth.~ mndition.R[v.!t!.\lN\ty,))S well ~_0sions arguing
f, for thei1_11E'?.!:011.".~9f.J<illh9.din:JgpL Once ~e, u_11derstand the_compfex in; {'· ter~liys thatwe!ltintocreating-themill"!fu".l1 ofv!_rtuality, we ~an d,<:~ystifY
l') our progress..\QWard.yirtualityand.s<'.<e.i!.~~g~..!.ys\l.!tDfhistoricaily_spe.cific
~ negotiations ratheJ.lhan_ofthc_!r:~"?.i.>ti.\l.lcl9X9.!l.Qft(!_c)ln,ologicalde.termin
iS.!!).;._~I ihe same time, we can acquire resources with which to rethink the
!;> assumptions underlying virtuality, and we can recover a sense of the virtual
\"'-::¥ that fully recognizes the importance of the embodied processes constitut,---..:..._ ing the lifeworld ofhuman beings. 38 In the phrase "virtual bodies," I intend
to allude to the historical separation between information and materiality
and also to recall the embodied processes that resist this dimsion.
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Virtuality and Contemporary Literature
I have already suggested that one way to think about the organization ofthis
book is chronologically, since it follows the three waves of seriated changes
in cybernetics. In this organization of the textual body, each of the three
chronologically arranged divisions has an anchming chapter discussing the
scientific theories: on the Macy Conferences (chapter 3); on autopoiesis
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(chapter 6); and on artificial life (chapter 9 ), respectively. Each section also
has a chapter showing specific applications of the theories: the work of
Norbert Wiener (chapter 4); tape-recording technologies (chapter 8); and
human-computer interactions (chapter 10). Also included in each of the
three divisions are chapters on literruy texts contemporaneous with the
development of the scientific theories and cybernetic technologies (chapters 5, 7, and 10). I have selected lite:.ary texts that were clearly influenced
by the development of cybernetics. Nevertheless, I want to resist the idea
that influence flows from science into literature. The cross-currents are
considerably more complex ~~~.~'?.!.!~-'-';,;;:-~odel\2fl.J1flv!:nc"£:-;~~d allow. In th{;l\feuromance;::-trlfogy, for example, William Gibson's vision of
cybJ?Ijpru;.e.had.a.considerable ef£ect..an..tlie..divelqJ.2!!lmt~f thr~~:dimen
sion,a,b:!!!"al.!~!Yii!l.l!ging software. 39 ...--A second way to think about the organization of How We Became
Posthurrwn is narratively. In this arrangement, the three divisions proceed
not so much through chronological progression as through the narrative
strands about the (lost) body of information, the cyborg body, and the
posthuman body. Here the liter¥J.'J!'E~Pc.il!Y_1! ceptral rqill,.fm:.iliey..dis.play
thep~>-~g~w.ay~.thatenabled.stories.Goming.outo£narr.o.wl)<..fo.cu.sed.scien

tifictheories toc,ir.9\llatem~~.~-':Y!d'2!.Xthmv.gbthe.bod)i.politic. Many of the
scielltisis"llllderstood very well that their negotiations involved premises
broader than the formal scope of their theories strictly allowed. Because of
the wedge that has been driven between science and values in U.S. culture,
their statements on these wider implications necessarily occupied the position of ad hoc pronouncements rather than "scientific" arguments. Shaped
by different conventions, the literary texts range across a spectrum ofissues
that the scientific texts only fitfully illuminate, including the ethical and cultural implications of cybernetic technologies 40
Lit,;rruy texts are Jl(lt, of course, merely passive conduits. They actively__ ·)..,:·
shape what the technologies mean and what the scientific theories si!£lifY 'I,'«
in cUltural contextS.Tliey aJso_"_mbody assumptions similar to those that
pe~ted the scientific theories at cn~ts~liese assumptions ineluded the icieatharsta:bili!jfiS'a aesiiihle social goal, that human beings
and human social organizations are self-organizing structures, and that
form is more essential than matter. The scientific theories used these assumptions as enabling presuppositions that helped to guide inquiry and
,y
shape research agendas. As the cha£!.<e!'~!l--th~-s_<j_e_nt!_fl£_cleve~m.ents
\.~•
will show, culture circulat~Hbro.ughscienGef!O.l~!ence.ciroalates
l~
""th:rtmgh cnlh!l!:: The-heart that_k..ep•·:thi.5c4~rc,Wa!ozy,~y,~~!~tfl.9.'Y!::'K.!' ~
narrative-narratives aboutculture,nalTatiYeS within culture, narratives C:, •
---~'-"''"-~ ,, ..,,_;.;.:.;o,,""·"':., ... -;;,; ..·;,:,; .•·...• ,., ______ ~·--· ..; .,_,,_; ______ ' ••......... .::...... ~:.~- :. ~:.-.~_-::·: :::::::~~:::. ::.~·:::::::-::::::~~.-::·~:--. ::··::~''"' .
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J,' about science, narratives within science)n my account of the scientific de-

'<)'

velopli'iemS,Tnlfv'e sought to emphasize the role that narrative plays in

't articulating the posthuman as a technical-cultural concept. For example,

. , chapter 4, on Wiener's scientific work, is interlaced with analyses of the nar' ratives he tells to resolve conflicts between cybernetics and liberal human,- .;,t ism, and chapter 9, on artificial life, is organized by looking at this area of
~ ~ research as a narrative field.
~ -.::_ What does this emphasis on narrative have to do with virtual bodies?
0,, ~!;>Fallowing Jean-Frangois Lyotard, many theorists of postmodemity accept
t·-~ that the postmodern condition implies an incredulity toward metanarrative.41 As we have seen, one way to construct virtuality is the way that
~'-~-.Mo~_and Minsky do-as a.metanarrati.w.aboutthatransforrnation of
;::.the ~jnto a disembodiedposthuman. I think we shQ!!l_clJ>e skeptical
);'~~
about.this.metanarrative.
To contest
it, I want--~-·---·
to use-----------the resources of narra"' ;')
-.
·~
·-----·-.
..;, __ tiv~•.p~arlyits resistanqeto vajipus fon:m_ofah~tr~~d dis'1 ~ emb..o.diment~th its chronological thrust, polymorphous digressions,
,, '~cated actions, and personified agents, narrative is a more embodied form'
~ ::; of discourse than is analytically driven systems theory. By turning the tech'>· §: nological determinism of bodiless information, the cyborg, and the post~ ~human into narratives about the negotiations that took place between
"· ..";~-particular people at particular times and places, I hope to replace a teleol' ...t ogy of disembodiment with historically contingent stories about contests
:J . between competing factions, contests whose outcomes were far from obvi~- i ous. Many factors affected the outcomes, from the needs of emergingtech'*.]2 nologies for reliable quantification to the personalities of the people
;r c~volved. Though overdetenni~e~, th~ disembodim~nt ofinfonnation_was
\~ _not meV!table, any more than rt rs meVItable w'1 continue to accept the 1dea
"that we are essentially informational pattern'L.)
In this regard, the literary texts do more than explore the cultural implications of scientific theories and technological artifacts. Embedding ideas
and artifacts in the situat<l~_SJ>~?ificities of narrative, the li~e
thesg_ic!e_asarulartifacts a local habitation and aname'ffirouglldiscursive
fo!:_Illulati2!l§..Whose -~ft~Qts-::fii<l.~fi'ecific !oth~!tertuailiooy. In exploring
these effects, I want to demonstrate, on multiple levelS
in many ways,
that abstract pattern can never fully capture the embodied actuality, unless
it is as prolix and noisy as the body itself. Shifti11_g_the emphasis from technol()gi_~t&m.inism__tQ__comE-"!!ng, contingent-, ~'QQleg narratives
abo.!J.tth£~(>i~l'tific: ~velopments i;-cin.e way_~olib"!~e_th<l_~eso.;rces of
naf!a{jv"s.Q_t.h~t !heY":'0:rkagffinsfiiie graiil'of abstraction I11n_l':i!lg~rough
the t"leology.of-disembodimenf. Aiioilieiwa}'fs toread literary texts along-
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side scientific theories. In articulating the connections that run through
these two discursive realms, I want to entangle abstract form and material
particularity such that the reader will find it increasingly difficult to maintain the perception that they are separate and discrete entities. If, for cultural and historical reasons, I cannot start from a holistic perspective, I
hope to mix things up enough so that the emphasis falls not on the separation of matter and information but on their inextricably complex compoundings and entwinings. For this project, the literary texts with their
fashionings of embodied particularities are crucial.
The first literary text I discuss in detail is Bernard Wolfe's Limbo. 42 Written in the 1950s, Limbo has become something of an underground classic.
It imagines a postwar society in which an ideology, Immob, has developed;
the ideology equates aggression with the ability to move. "Pacifism equals
passivity," Immob §logans declare. True believers volunteer to banish their
mobility (and presumably their aggression) by having amputations, which
have come to be regarded as signifiers of social power and influence. These
amputees get bored with lying around, however, so a vigorous cybernetics
industry has grown up to replace their missing limbs. As this brief summary
suggests, Limbo is deeply influenced by cybernetics. But the technical
achievements of cybernetics are not at the center of the text. Rather, they
serve as a springboard to explore a variety of social, political, and psychological issues, ranging from the perceived threat that women's active sexuality poses for Immob men to global East-West tensions that explode into
another world war at the end of the text. Although it is unusually didactic,
Limbo does more than discuss cybernetics; it engages a full range ofrhetorical and narrative devices that work both with and against its explicit pronou,ncements. The narrator seems only partially able to control his verbally
extravagant narrative. There are, I will argue, deep connections between
the narrator's struggle to maintain control of the narrative and the threat
to "natural" body boundaries posed by the cybernetic paradigm. Limbo interrogates a dynamic that also appears in Norbert Wiener's work-the intense anxiety that erupts when the perceived boundaries of the body are
breached. In addition, it illustrates how the body ofthe text gets implicated
in the processes used to represent bodies within the text.
Several Philip K. Dick novels written from 1962 to 1966 (including
We Can Build You, Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?, Dr. Bloodmoney, and Ubik) provide another set of texts through which the multiple
implications ofthe posthuman can be explored. 43 Chronologically and thematically, Dick's novels of simulation cross the scientific theory of autopoiesis. Like Maturana, Varela, and other scientific researchers in the
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second wave of cybernetics, Dick is intensely concerned with epistemological questions and their relation to the cybernetic paradigm. The problem
ofwhere to locate the observer-in or out of the system being observed?is conflated in his fiction with how to determine whether a creature is android or human. For Dick, the android is deeply bound up with the gender
politics ofhis male protagonists' relations with female characters, who ambiguously figure either as sympathetic, life-giving "dark-haired girls" or
emotionally cold, life-threatening schizoid women. Already fascinated
with epistemological questions that reveal how shaky our constructions of ,
reality can be, Dick is drawn to cybernetic themes because he understands
that cybernetics radically destabilizes the ontological foundations of what
counts as human. The gender politics he writes into his novels illustrate the
;
potent connections between cybernetics and contemporary understand' ings of race, gender, and sexuality.
The chapter on contemporary speculative fictions constructs a semiotics
<~·· of virtuality by showing how the central concepts of information and materiality can be mapped onto a multilayered semiotic square. The tutor texts for
,.
this analysis, which include Snow Crash, Blood Music, Galatea 2.2, and Ter,), minal Games, indicate the range of what counts as the posthuman in the age
" of virtuality, from neural nets to hackers, biologically modified humans, and
··j
~. ', entities who live only in computer simulations. 44 In following.the.constm£,l ;, lion of the posthumaninthesetexts, 1 wi.ll argu.~_tha.t.ol<:l.exJ!l~\15_?-J:e rein~ ';;~;" scribed as .well as contested7As was the case for the scientific models, change
. ' occurs in a seriated pattern of overlapping innovation and replication.
I hope that this book will demonstrate, once again, how crucial it is to
recognize interrelations between different kinds of cultural productions,
specifically literature and science. The stories I tell here-how information lost its body, how tl/e cyborg was created as a cultural icon and technological artifact, and how humans became posthumans-and tl1e waves of
historical change I chart would not have tl1e same resonance or breadtl1 if
they had been pursued only tl1rough literary texts oronlytl1rough scientillc
discourses. The scientific texts often reveal, as literature cannot, tl1e foundational ass_ui11J.>!ions_t_~~tR~Y.e!l~"or~tiCJilscope!\il<:lii.ri:i[a£~;;]~ffis.!K'y to
a particular approach. The lit_e~aryt{lx_t_s_'!fte.nre\fea], as~ciel}tific w0 rk cannot,_ihe compleiZcultural, social, and.r.epresentational_iss.!J~~Ji<z.\Lup with
concepttiarshiftsitnd technological innovati.ons. From my point ofview, literature and science as an area of specialization is more than a subset of cultural studies or a minor activity in a literature department. It is a 'Y.ay of
understanding our~-~1\fe_s_~_.e.rnbo.dieclcr.e.a.\].lres.living.:within.and through
emborueawoflds and embqdied words.
------- ... _
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